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SMILE VANCOUVER DENTAL CLINIC
221 - 1525 Robson Street, Vancouver

Dr. Jozef A. Labedzki & Associates
call 604 - 669 - 4114

  General and cosmetic dentistry
  Root canals, crowns and bridges, 

   extractions
  Free custom made whitening kit

     with initial exam and cleaning
  Free Botox cosmetic evaluation
  Botox cosmetic and therapeutic 

   only $10/unit
  We also treat snoring and sleep apnea

        Online appointments
        Free parking (reimbursement)

Twitter: @smilevandental
Facebook: Smile Vancouver Dental
Website: smilevancouverdental.com
Email: smilevancouverdental&gmail.com

Saturday, July 4th,1:00 pm Sunset Beach
Beach Avenue at the foot of Bute Street
Vancouver, V6C 1V2, Canada

On Saturday, July 4th we will gather for a family-friendly, commu-
nity event and to create a giant human chain on the sea wall.

Wear RED, bring a picnic blanket, and prepare for an afternoon of 
amazing music, profound speakers and local entertainment. Don’t 
forget your re-usable water bottle, hat and sunscreen.

At 3:00 join us with your signs and banners, and link arms along the 
sea wall in a giant human chain. If our government won’t protect 
this coast, we will!

The theme of Jobs, Justice + Climate Action is about wanting an 
economy where workers win and communities have more demo-
cratic control. An economy that honours Indigenous Peoples’ rights 
and recognizes their role in protecting land, air and water for every-
one. An economy that respects the limits of the environment made 
clear by climate science.

This is a non-partisan event supported by 350.org

Friends,

It saddens me to see that for the last few years, Canada has been a 
huge obstacle in the global battle against climate change -- it’s the 
country tearing up treaties and rejecting targets. This has been a 
shock for those of us living on the rest of the planet. We had gotten 
used to admiring Canada as a global leader dedicated to solving the 
planet’s problems.

The majority of people in Canada know that Ottawa’s infatuation 
with tar sands and other fossil fuels is damaging not just the planet 
but the country’s future. That’s why our friends across the country 
are mobilizing in an unprecedented way on July 4th and 5th to de-
mand Jobs, Justice, and Climate Action.
On July 4th people will be out on the front lines, from the Atlantic to 
the Pacific, at all the places where we need to block the industry’s 
plans. A line will be drawn in the sand on the beaches of Vancouver, 
in Edmonton – near the heart of the tar sands – organizers will rally 
by the legislature, and a kayak flotilla will take shape in Hudson-
Oka, Québec.

And then on July 5th, thousands will converge in Toronto for a great 
march designed to show our numbers and our resolve. As a federal 
election looms, mobilizing in large numbers is the only way to show 
leaders that they need to move beyond the politics of the past 
– and toward the promise of a future that works for everyone.

The rest of the world can’t afford for Canada’s government to be a 
wholly owned subsidiary of the fossil fuel industry. We need change 
and we need it fast. Clearly, politicians aren’t doing anything. The 
people will have to lead The rest of the world can’t afford for Can-
ada’s government to be a wholly owned subsidiary of the fossil fuel 
industry. We need change and we need it fast. Clearly, politicians 
aren’t doing anything. The people will have to lead.

See you there!

Bill McKibben, 350.org


